
Joey Joey I’m very pretty

Example of a unit of work



Text:  Joey I’m very pretty
Author: James Harrison

Read aloud think aloud -
shared reading of text

Pupils try strategies

Drama
Try our menu of drama 

activities to boost 
engagement with text 

Art
including vocabulary 

and  picto-words

Writing around the 
text

Try our menu of writing 
topics  around a text

Text/story telling
• 5 finger gist

• Using a story map  

Guided /group 
Reading

Interactive group 
conversations for teacher 

and pupils around the  text 

Independent book groups
Pupils  spend time discussing text and 
sharing strategies/personal responses
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Read Aloud-Think 
Aloud

Joey Joey I’m very Pretty
By James Harrison

6 Chapters in 6 lessons
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What do good readers think about 
as they  read… to  understand
and enjoy reading ?
Here’s  things good readers do…

Fotolia.com
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Strategies to help us understand and enjoy reading, as we 
read we ……..

Fotolia.com

Use  our background 
knowledge and 
connect to text

I think I’ve 

broken 

down

I’ve broken 

down but I have 

a plan to fix it

Visualise

Notice 
breakdown…

and repair it
Watch out for 
VIP words/ 
phrases/ideas

…and put together 
to build GIST

Predict

How…
why…?

I
wonder

Predict, ask questions,
I wonder…

and read on to find out...
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Text  to self

Text to  
world 
knowledge

Text to text



8

PLUS…

What I noticed the writer do…
what I noticed about the type of
text

What I liked/didn’t like
Fotolia.com
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I am thinking 

I’m reading 
the words
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Predict

How…
why…?

I wonder

As we read we sometimes
predict…ask questions…I wonder

Let’s start with …
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I am going to 
read aloud 
and think 
aloud…..

Chapter 1

Predict

How…
why…?

I wonder
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Chapter 1: 
A doorbell surprise

A long time ago… is how this story starts ….but just to 
warn you… it doesn’t end happily ever after. My 
name’s Sam by the way and I’d been eating toast 
when the doorbell rang. 

Standing outside was our next door neighbour Mrs B.  
She was holding a cage and inside was a blue and 
yellow bird fast asleep. 

My Mum appeared in the doorway.  “Hello Mary. 
We’re nearly packed up but would you like a budgie?” 
asked Mrs B. 

So it will have an unhappy 
ending. I wonder what…!?

Someone will ring the 
doorbell and something 
unexpected will happen

I wonder why  she’s 
brought it round ??
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“Only… any minute now our removal van will be full to 
bursting. We just can’t take anything else with us. And 
Joey is such a lovely budgie.”

A pet at last?!  After years of asking with Mum saying the 
small word with the big two letters... (you know the word 
I mean?)  This was my big chance. 

I looked at my Mum with my special … 
‘Pleeeeeeeaaaaaaasssssse …say yes!! I’ll be good every 
day and I’ll tidy my bedroom ... and be nice to everybody’  
face.

I wonder if  the word 
was NO

I predict Mum will say 
yes to keeping Joey!

So that’s why…What 
will Mum say?!!
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Now show  your thinking …use 
Think-Aloud clouds!

• I wonder…

• I predict…

• Ask a question…why    what 
how  where when ???? 

Part 5 Teaching & Learning Joey 14



Chapter 2 Crash Landings

Predict

How…
why…?

I wonder

We will  practice this strategy again on Chapter 2
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As we read, we sometimes
make pictures in our minds

A new strategy…
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I am going to read aloud and 
think aloud…

first visualise…
then predict/I wonder/ask a 
question
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P’dict
Joey might fall from the sky!

P’dict
Timmy 
would 

eat 
joey!!
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I wonder
why joey wasn’t a good 
flyer..i will watch out for 

clues…

I wonder
why the writer did this 

with letters? Part 5 Teaching & Learning Joey 19



Chapter  2

• Let’s practice our 2 strategies …..

Predict

How…
why…?

I wonder

Show your 
thinking
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Let’s try a new strategy…think like a detective - use inference
Chapter 3
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I am going to read aloud 
and think aloud…..first I 
will show you my  
detective thinking…then 
I’ll show you my thinking 
for the other 2 strategies 
we have practiced 
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Chapter 3 Disaster Strikes

As Joey was one of the family we always 
left his cage door open so he had his 
freedom like everyone else. We were 
careful to keep the living room door and 
windows closed so he wouldn’t fly off 
into danger. Well I say careful but we 
weren’t careful enough as you’re going 
to find out.

So I loved Joey and Joey loved me. 

Then came THE DAY. I’d gone to school 
and Mum had the painters in. ”Joey Joey
I’m very pretty you’re very ugly,” chirped 
Joey.

D’tive
So he could 
have his 
freedom like 
everyone else 
in the house

predict  
something will go 
wrong?

Predict/Ask Q
So in the story Joey 
may fly off???

Ask a Q 

I wonder why 
it’s in capitals? 
Maybe this day 
is really 
important? D’tive

Joey 
didn’t like 
the 
painters!
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After a couple of hours of painting, the 
living room was nearly finished and Mum 
made coffee for the painters. Only she 
didn’t have any milk so she popped out 
to get some. She was gone moments but 
that’s sometimes all it takes for disaster 
to strike. Mum came into the living room 
with the coffee and saw a sight that 
made her freeze. All the windows were 
open and there was no Joey to be seen! 

D’tive

So the painters must have 
opened the windows.. maybe 
smell of paint…???

D’tive/Pdict

Disaster! So 
something is going to 
go wrong
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Mum dashed out into the garden. It was a 
warm sunny day and as Mum scoured the 
garden for Joey she saw a flash of blue and 
yellow way up in an oak tree. From where 
Mum stood, Joey was the size of a thumb nail.   
“Joey Joey I’m very pretty.” Joey seemed to be 
talking to the other birds but maybe they didn’t 
speak Joey?

Breakdown/Repair

(reread) Speak Joey? speak 
to Joey? Ignored him? Or 
speak Joey’s language?

D’tive

Joey must 
have been 
really high 
up…

Visual

I got a picture…
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Chapter  3

• Now let’s practice our   strategies …..

Predict

How…
why…
?

I wonder
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Chapter  4
Let’s try a new strategy…

• As we read, we use our background 
knowledge
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Text  to self

Text to  world 
knowledge

Text to text



Good readers use their background knowledge to 
connect with what they read.

• book  to self (own experience)

• book to world knowledge

• book to book

Background

knowledge  ON

28

Fotolia.com
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The first part of Skellig starts off 
mysteriously.. he finds a “thing” in a 

dark place.. a bit like Stig of the 
dump   

When I’m reading about animals in 
danger, I try to keep what I know  about 
this topic in my mind .It helps me  make 

connections between the book and what 
I know and I enjoy it better

Book to world

29

Used with permission Microsoft

Book to book

The girl in this story wants 
to change her name. I’d like 

to change mine because 
people say it’s funny. I 

understand how she feels

Book to self

Fotolia.com
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Chapter 4 …I am going to 
read aloud and think 
aloud…..first using 
background knowledge to 
connect with the text
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Text  to self

Text to  world 
knowledge

Text to text



Chapter 4 A face can tell a story

As this was happening I was walking home 
from school but when I arrived home, 
Mum didn’t have to say anything. Her 
expression told me something awful had 
happened. I thought her face looked a bit 
wet too.

After she explained everything I went out 
into the garden with Joey’s cage and his 
favourite food and favourite mirror and 
rattled his favourite bell.  Joey was at the 
top of a tree having a wonderful time in 
the sunshine with the other birds. I 
mean… he had never ever been in a tree 
before… and he’s a bird! Makes you think 
doesn’t it?

D’tive/Predict/B’grnd
so a face tells us what 
mood someone is in?

B’grnd

My mum’s face 
tells me how she is 
feeling…

D’tive
To try and tempt 
Joey down?

B’grndI

Sometimes feel sorry for 
pets in cages
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At first I wasn’t too worried. Soon 
Joey would start missing us and 
he’d fly back to the people who 
loved him. But the afternoon 
marched into the evening and the 
dribble of worry started to grow. 
“We can’t just leave him up 
there,” I said to Mum. “It’ll be 
dark in an hour and Joey’s afraid 
of the dark.” 

Visual
I got a picture…a 

dribble of worry…

D’tive/P’dict

At first…so the worry will get worse…and joey is 
having too good a time to come back!

D’tive

Sam is starting to get 
really worried…

I wonder

What will happen in chapter 
5… I know it doesn’t have a 
happy ending…
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Chapter 4 

Show your 
thinking…first 
background…then add 
other strategies…

Predict

How…

why…?

I wonder
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Text  to self

Text to  world 
knowledge

Text to text



Chapter 5 Let’s practice our strategies 
so far…

Predict

How…

why…?

I wonder
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Text  to self

Text to  world 
knowledge

Text to text



And try a new strategy

I think I’ve 

broken 

down

I’ve broken down 

but I have a plan 

to fix it

Notice meaning breakdown…       and fix it
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As they read, good readers check things make 
sense and notice when they have an 
understanding “breakdown” 

• It’s easy to tell when you have a breakdown in a 
car….it stops!!

36

Fotolia.com
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Checking…… 

• Watch Speed,

• Look at signs  

• Don’t go too close next car

• Make pictures in your head

• Make predictions

• Ask questions..I wonder if..

• Check it makes sense

37

driving reading
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Watch out for when it doesn’t make 
sense!!! Make sure you know when you 
have a meaning breakdown.

38

SPOT THE MISTAKE!
My cat Billy is black and white.  He likes fish. 
He is friendly. When he is happy he purrs. He doesn’t like fish.
He sleeps on my bed at night.
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To check things make sense it helps to…
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Make a 
picture

Predict..ask
questions ???
OR 
I wonder if …

Use your 
background 
knowledge 
and connect 
with the text

Stop if it 
doesn’t make 
sense!!!



I am going to read aloud 
and think aloud…..first to 
spot meaning breakdown 
and repair…then we’ll 
look at our other 
strategies
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Chapter 5 Mum’s brainwave

So my Mum rang the fire brigade. Not the 999 
emergency number… but another fire brigade 
number that you can just ring for advice.  
“Hello…my son’s budgie is stuck up a tall tree 
.We live at 17 Cumberland Drive and I 
wonder…..”Then the phone went dead. Strange.

Five minutes later two fire engines came roaring 
into our street, lights flashing and sirens blaring. 
Eighteen firefighters in yellow helmets and black 
uniforms came rushing into our house. 

D’tive/Predict
/ B’grnd
Mum’s going 
to have an 
idea…my 
mum has 
bright ideas!

Visualise

good 
picture…

B’down/repair

How did they get there..why..? There is no fire? 
(RE READ and B’gnd ) Ok Mum must have got 
through on phone… sometimes firefighters 
rescue people when there is no fire.. maybe they 
thought Joey was a person?
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Mum got hysterical. She couldn’t finish a 
sentence.  ” No no…this is all.. I  never 
meant…the message must have…”

Once Mum had explained about Joey, the 
firefighters started laughing and saw the funny 
side. Mum wasn’t going to be taken to prison 
for making a hoax call or anything like that. 
Phew!  One fire engine got its ladders out and 
they shot towards Joey’s tree, like some 
monster’s finger stretching out. Joey was 
terrified, and a blue and yellow dot took off, 
wings flapping to escape.

B’down/repair

She couldn’t 
finish a 
sentence? (RE 
READ…read on 
a bit)

So Mum was so 
shocked she 
couldn’t get her 
words out?!

Visualise

good 
picture

B’down/repair

Saw the funny side? (re-read and read on ) ok SO 
HOAX CALLS ARE BAD…BUT THIS WAS A GENUINE 
MISTAKE SO THAT’S WHAT THE FUNNY SIDE WAS

D’tive

Phew! Sam is 
relieved for 
his Mum!
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There was nothing else the firefighters 
could do so they left. 

Night came. I hardly slept a wink. 
When I did, large eagles kept flying 
after Joey and bats dive bombed the 
branch where he was trying to sleep.

B’gnd

I have bad dreams 
when I’m worried
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Show your 
thinking…spot 
meaning 
breakdown…then try 
your other strategies
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We will need to spend 
more time on spotting 
meaning breakdown and 
repair. Here are some 
strategies to use…
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Good readers have breakdown strategies to get 
them understanding again

Here’s 5 things you could try when things don’t’ 
make sense.
1. Go back 2 or 3 sentences and re- read and collect 

clues.   Try to connect the hard part to the bit that 
came before. Use background knowledge and think like 
a detective

2. Make pictures in your mind and re- read the hard bit. 
Your mind pictures may make  things clear.

46

I have a plan 
to fix the 
breakdown
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3  Read on a bit, then go back a bit and read 
again.

4  Look at the key words in the sentence  to help 
you understand. The key words will be packed 
with meaning.  

So the key words 
are…….    …….
……   and ………..So….. 

47

Used with permission of Microsoft
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5 If it’s a single word that’s unfamiliar, ask your 
self what do I know about it?

• Does the hard word look like a word you 
know? Eg tri-syllabic-----------

• Is the unfamiliar word a noun, verb or 
adjective?

Tri-syllabic?? A triangle has  3 
sides… syllabic.. syllable? Maybe 

it’s a word with 3 syllables?

He lay flat on the luge as it 
rushed down the snowy 
mountain

48

Fotolia.com
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luge.. looks like a 
noun…



Strategies to help us understand and enjoy reading,
As we read we ……..

Fotolia.com

Use  our background 
knowledge and 
connect to text

I think I’ve 

broken 

down

I’ve broken 

down but I have 

a plan to fix it

Visualise

Notice 
breakdown…

and repair it

Predict

How…
why…?

I
wonder

Predict, ask questions,
I wonder…

and read on to find out...
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Text  to self

Text to  world 
knowledge

Text to text



Chapter 6 
Let’s try a new strategy…

Watch out for VIP words/ 
phrases/ideas

…and put together to 
build GIST
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Identify important parts and fit them together…..
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Reading can be a bit like a jigsaw

• One jigsaw piece does not usually give enough
information to tell what the big picture is going to be.

• To get the big picture you have to put several pieces
together.

• Reading is often like doing a jigsaw. When you read
you have to be able to spot what the important thing
are and connect them together.

Permission Microsoft
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Try this easy example…what VIP parts do we put 
together to realise this story happens at a beach?

Billy’s Tower        
adapted from Yuill and Oakhill

Billy was howling because his 
whole day had been spoilt.  All 
his work had been broken by 
the wave.  His mum came over 
to help but she accidentally 
stepped on the one tower that 
was left.  “Never mind”, she 
said, “let’s go back for tea.  You 
can build some more towers 
tomorrow”.

work                           wave  

tower

= beach/sea /sandcastles
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I am going to read 
aloud and think 
aloud…..first VIP 
and gist…
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Chapter 6 Rest in Peace

A lot of stories have happy endings, but this isn’t 
one of them so prepare yourself.

That morning before school, I went to the bottom 
of the garden to look for Joey. My head was 
turned skywards but out of a corner of my eye I 
saw a blue and yellow shape on the ground half 
hidden under leaves. I bent down and there was 
Joey, his body stiff and cold and lifeless. It had 
been cold in the night. Budgies live in hot places 
in the wild or indoors if they are pets in our 
country.

VIP
RIP…rest in peace!

VIP
a sad ending…

GIST

Sam has found Joey ..he died in the night of 
cold…and  wants to blame someone?

VIP

Stiff, 
cold, 
lifeless
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Of course I cried and cried and didn’t care. A 
part of me was angry at my Mum for letting it 
happen. But I didn’t want her to know so I was 
angry at the painters instead.  I mean.. it must 
have been somebody’s fault, mustn’t it?

I buried Joey at the bottom of the garden. I 
made a sort of grave with stones and wrote on 
some paper Joey RIP and fastened it to a stick.

My mum said I could have another budgie but I 
said, “No Mum it wouldn’t be the same. I would 
have to make room in my mind for a new 
budgie and forget Joey.”

The grave got overgrown after a few years and 
you couldn’t tell where it was but you never 
forget your first pet do you?

B’/VIP

Sam buried Joey

Gist
Sam doesn’t want another 
budgie…maybe he/she feels guilty 
about having another one?!

Gist

Sam found Joey 
who must have 
fallen from the tree 
in the night.. Sam 
was upset… and has 
never forgotten 
Joey.. this happened 
a few years ago…
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Identify VIP words and phrases in 
Chapter 6 and if they are connected 

join them with arrows

Watch out for VIP words/ 
phrases/ideas

…and put together to 
build GIST

Can you write a headline to summarise Chapter 6
in 10 words or less? Part 5 Teaching & Learning Joey 57



Best gist?

The boy was sad.

Mum said he could have 
another budgie

It was the painter’s fault.

But he didn’t want another one                        

A

In the night Joey must have 
died because  the  next 

morning the boy found him 
lying on the ground. That 

made the boy sad. He buried 
him in the garden.

Mum said he could have 
another budgie but the boy 
was too sad to have another 
one and he never ever  forgot 
about Joey.                       

B

Try writing a good and bad gist for a story you know well
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1 The 

characters 

in this story 

are .... 

2. The story takes 

place ...... 

3. The story 

starts 4. The problem 

is ... 

5. The problem is 

solved 

because...and it 

ends…….. 

1. Characters    2. Setting     3. It starts… 4.The problem is      5. It is solved because….and the story ends 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Retell the gist of Joey CH 1-6  but practice first !
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I am going to read 
aloud and think 
aloud…and use all 
the other strategies
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• Chap 6 and green clouds no 2

B’gnd

I remember my first pet…

Bgrnd

We have buried a pet in the back 
garden…

D’tive

So Joey is dead…

B’down/repair

Saw the funny side? (re-read 
and read on )ok SO HOAX 
CALLS ARE BAD…BUT THIS 
WAS A MISTAKE SO THAT’S 
WHAT THE FUNNY SIDE WAS

B’down/repair

Why was Sam angry at 
Mum? It wasn’t her 
fault? (re read and read 
on a bit) Maybe he 
wanted to blame 
someone ‘cos it would 
make him feel better? 
Not sure..,.

Visualise
good picture…

D’tive/Predict/B’grnd
The writer is saying.. 
get ready for the sad 
ending…
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Now show  your thinking …use 
Think-Aloud clouds!
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Strategies to help us understand and enjoy reading.
As we read we ……..

Fotolia.com

Use  our background 
knowledge and 
connect to text

I think I’ve 

broken 

down

I’ve broken 

down but I have 

a plan to fix it

Visualise

Notice 
breakdown…

and repair it
Watch out for 
VIP words/ 
phrases/ideas

…and put together 
to build GIST

Predict

How…
why…?

I
wonder

Predict, ask questions,
I wonder…

and read on to find out...
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Text  to self

Text to  world 
knowledge

Text to text
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PLUS…

What I noticed the writer do…
What I noticed about the type 
of text

What I liked/didn’t like

Fotolia.com

Have a look back over the 6 chapters
and pick out some of your responses…
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Storytelling 
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1 2 

3 4 The problem is ....

5 The problem is solved because ....
and it ends…

I liked I noticed

Use this story map to help you get ready to retell most 
stories. Show your story in pictures and a few words
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Mind map
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Part 3     Small group drama 
opportunities - menu

1 Freeze Frame 
Children pick a scene from a text and after discussion make a still life picture which they hold for 5 seconds or so. 
Children can swap roles so that they represent each character. A narrator can explain the scene if necessary and 
the group’s thinking that went into it

Variations can be used

• Each person in the picture takes turns to think aloud

• Each person says a line from the text

• On a teacher’s signal the freeze frame springs to life and the characters/narrator starts speaking

• Each character answers questions from the rest of the class

• Before and after. The group make additional freeze frames to show what happened before and after

• What if? The group discuss how things could have been different and then make the freeze frame with a 
Narrator explaining

2 Mini scenes
Children read the text extract together and discuss/plan/ act out the scene with/out a narrator. Children 
change roles. Class watch each group’s attempts and offer encouraging feedback

3 Phone a friend
In pairs one character from an extract of text is asked to phone a friend and talk about the situation and 
their point of view. The friend can be sympathetic/neutral or critical (try all three).Pairs change round
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4  Daytime TV
An interviewer invites one/two characters to a TV studio and the studio audience (small group initially ) asks 
characters questions

5 Personification
Individuals/groups are given characters/objects/themes from the text and asked to “become them”

Eg wreckage in the sweet shop    the striding Mr Coombes     Mrs Pratchett  in the sweet shop  the dead mouse   
strutting towards the sweet shop   Roald's relief when he finds out he hasn’t killed Mrs Pratchett

Mrs Pratchett’s hands in the sweet jar     the sweet jars (different kinds)

6    Bus Queue
A group of people comment on the text extract and try to show a variety of opinions. Discuss/plan before. Roles 
can be swapped

7 Be a detective
A group are given a large flip chart paper and a  extract and show their thinking using key 
words/drawings/doodles before sharing with rest of class

8 Carry on with the story
We may not know the ending but that doesn’t mean we can’t make it up. Groups get together and discuss/plan 
how the story may continue. Groups may be helped by being given a first line to get them started or last line to 
end the story. 
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Lifeless

On the edge of panic

Freedom
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blaring
exhausted
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Writing - some generic ideas for  writing  about texts

1. Retell part or all of the text, perhaps using a story map or graphic organiser

2. Retell part of the text but with a changed ending

3. Use the 5 fingers technique to retell a gist

4. Write 3 gists…one  really good one, a poor one and one that is good in places   
but    needs improving

5. Choose 2 characters from a text and write their version of the text 

6. Draw a scene from the text extract. Use thought bubbles to show what each 
person is thinking

7. Write the sequel or prequel to the text extract

8. Take the text extract and transform it into a poem…a newspaper story…a TV 
news item…a short play

9. Take a character from the extract and imagine he/she is  texting a best friend 
about what has happened. Show how the communication could develop 
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